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Abstract Today, a large volume of hotel reviews is available on many websites, such as
TripAdvisor and Orbitz. A typical review contains an overall rating, several aspect ratings,
and review text. The rating is an abstract of review in terms of numerical points. The task
of aspect-based opinion summarization is to extract aspect-specific opinions hidden in the
reviews which do not have aspect ratings, so that users can quickly digest them without
actually reading through them. The task consists of aspect identification and aspect rating
inference. Most existing studies cannot utilize aspect ratings which become increasingly
abundant on review hosts. In this paper, we propose two topic models which explicitly
model aspect ratings as observed variables to improve the performance of aspect rating
inference on unrated reviews. The experiment results show that our approaches outperform
the existing methods on the data set crawled from TripAdvisor website.
Keywords Opinion mining · Topic models · Data mining

1 Introduction
The trend that people browse hotel reviews on websites before booking encourages
researchers to analyze this valuable social media data, i.e., reviews. In a typical scenario,
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users write down their own opinions and rate hotels with numerical scores. Sometimes,
the scores include several aspect ratings predefined by websites such as room, service,
and location. The overall rating score expresses a general impression of the reviewer.
Although people can understand how the reviewer think about the hotel at first glance, but
the overall score hides a lot of details. For example, given a review with 3 stars, it is likely
that the reviewer holds different attitudes towards different aspects. Without fine-grained
analysis, we cannot tell whether the user express negative or positive on what aspects,
because the detailed sentiments are mixed into the general overall scores. On the other
hand, users usually do not have the patience to read through the review text. To this end,
the aspect-specific sentiment analysis provides a good solution. There is a lot of reviews
missing aspect ratings. Identifying aspect and learning more informative aspect ratings is an
attractive topic in opinion mining. It helps users gain more details of each aspect easily.
Many approaches have been proposed towards aspect-based opinion mining. A comprehensive survey [14, 15] indicates that when using opinion phases, topic model based
methods outperform other bag-of-words based models. In Interdependent LDA (ILDA)
[14], the vocabulary of a collection of reviews is decomposed into two sets: the head terms
and the modifier terms with POS Tagging processing. Each review is assumed to be made of
several pairs of heads and modifiers. For example, the phrase “nice service” is parsed into a
pair of the head term “service” and the modifier term “nice”. The modifier term is used to
infer the sentiment polarity, while the associated head terms are the features for aspect identification. The head terms do not have sentiment polarity. Both of the head terms and the
modifier terms are modeled as observed variables and conditioned on the latent variables,
i.e., rating variables and topic variables. In addition, it is straightforward to consider the
dependencies between the rating variables generating the modifier terms and the topic variables producing the head terms, because reviews usually have different preferences across
different aspects.
However, the topic models [14, 21, 22] cannot gain any benefit from the available aspect
ratings associated with reviews. Aspect ratings are now very easy to be obtained from websites like TripAdvisor and Orbitz. TripAdvisor has the largest volume of reviews, which is
about 225 million. Most reviews are associated with aspect ratings. The problem of traditional topic models is that they do not explicitly model the observed aspect ratings from
data. Motivated by this observation, we propose two new topic models which can simultaneously learn aspects and their ratings by utilizing the numerical aspect ratings. Our model
can be applied to any review data set without aspect ratings. The aspect ratings are only
needed for training. Specifically, our models are based on opinion phrases which are pairs
of head and modifier terms. The dependencies between aspects and their ratings are captured by their latent variables. We use Gibbs sampling to estimate the parameters of the
models on the training data set and use maximizing a posteriori (MAP) method to predict
aspect ratings on unrated reviews.
A preliminary version of the work has been published in [23]. In this journal submission,
in addition to revising and elaborating the original paper, we propose new topic model ARIH
(Aspect and Rating Inference using Hotel specific aspect rating priors), which extends the
prior models and achieves better experiment performance. The rest of paper is organized
as follows. Section 3 formulates the problem and notation we use. Section 4 proposes our
model and describes the inference methods. Section 5 shows the data, the experiments and
discuss experiment results. Finally we draw the conclusion and provide future research tasks
in Section 6.
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2 Related work
The problem of review sentiment mining has been an attractive research topic in recent
years. There are several lines of research. The early work focuses on the overall polarity
detection, i.e., detecting whether a document is positive or negative. The author of [17]
found that the standard machine learning techniques outperform human on the sentiment
detection. Later, the problem of determining the reviewers sentiment with respect to a multipoint scale (ratings) is proposed in [16]. The problem was transformed into a multi-class
text classification problem. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is specially adapted to identify
aspects and their polarity in Topic Sentiment Mixture model (TSM) [13]. Ranking methods
are also used to produce numerical aspect scores [18].
In the literature, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] based methods play a major
role because the ability of topic detection of LDA is very suitable for multi-facet sentiment analysis on reviews. MG-LDA [19, 20] (Multi-Grain Latent Dirichlet Allocation)
considers a review as a mixture of global topics and local topics. The global topics capture the properties of reviewed entities, while the local topics vary across documents to
capture ratable aspects. Each word is generated from one of these topics. In their later
work, the authors modeled the aspect rating as the outputs of linear regressions, and combine them into the model in the corresponding aspect. Joint sentiment/topic model (JST)
[9, 10] focuses on aspect identification and ratings prediction without any rating information available. In JST, the words of reviews are determined by the latent variables of
topic and sentiment. Aspect and Sentiment Unification model (ASUM) [6] further assumes
all the words in one sentence are sampled from one topic and one sentiment. CFACTS
model [7] combines HMM with LDA to capture the syntactic dependencies between opinion words on the sentence level. Given overall ratings, Latent Aspect Rating Analysis
(LARA) [21, 22] uses a probabilistic latent regression approach to model the relationships between latent aspect ratings and overall ratings. On the other hand, the POS-Tagging
technique is frequently used in the detection of aspect and sentiment. The authors of [11]
categorized the words in reviews into head the terms and the modifier terms with simple POS-Tagging methods. They proposed a PLSI based model to discover aspects and
predict their ratings. Interdependent LDA model (ILDA) [14] captures the bi-direction
influence between latent aspects and ratings based on the preprocessing of head terms
and modifier terms. Senti-Topic model with Decomposed Prior (STDP) [8] learns different distributions for topic words and sentiment words with the help of basic POS-Tagging.
Similar ideas are applied to separate aspects, sentiments, and background words from the
text [24].
Our models are based on opinion phrases [11], but overcome the drawback of previous
models that cannot take advantage of the available aspect ratings. We consider the relationships between several factors, such as overall ratings, aspect ratings, head terms, and
modifier terms.

3 Problem formulation
In this section, we introduce the aspect-based opinion task and list notations we use
in our models. Formally, we define a data corpus of N review documents, denoted by
D = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xD }. Each review document xd in the corpus is made of a sequence
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of tokens. Each review xd is associated with an overall rating rd , which takes an integer
value from 1 to S(S = 5). An aspect is a predefined property of a hotel, such as value,
room, location, and service. A text review expresses the reviewer’s opinions on
several aspects. For example, the occurrence of the word price indicates the review comments on aspect value. Each review is associated with several integer scores called ratings
{l1 , l2 , . . . , lK }, where K is the number of aspects.

Phrase We assume each review is a set of opinion phrases f which are pairs of head and
modifier terms, i.e., f = h, m. In most cases, the head term h describes an aspect and
the modifier term m expresses the polarity of the phrase. The basic NLP techniques like
POS-Tagging are used to extract phrases from raw text for each review.

Aspect An aspect is a predefined attribute that the reviewers may comment on. It also
corresponds a probabilistic word distribution over the vocabulary in the topic models, which
can be learned from data.

Rating Each review contains an overall rating and several aspect ratings. The rating of
each review is an integer from 1 to 5. We assume that the overall ratings are available for
each review, but the aspect ratings are available only in the reviews used for training.

Review A review is represented as a bag of phrases, i.e., xd = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fM }.
Problem Definition Given a collection of reviews, the main problem is to 1) identify
aspects of reviews, and 2) infer the unknown aspect ratings on the unrated reviews.

4 Models
In this section, we propose two generative models to solve the aspect-based opinion mining
task by incorporating observed aspect ratings. We list the notations of the models in Table 1.
We assume reviews are already decomposed into head terms and modifier terms using NLP
techniques [14].

4.1 Assumptions
We discuss some assumptions in modeling review text. First, our models presume a flow of
generating ratings and text. The reviewer gives an overall rating based on his experience,
then rates the hotel on some aspects and writes down review text. In the model of bag-ofphrases, the reviewer chooses a head term for an aspect on which he would like to comment,
then he picks a modifier term to express his opinion. This generation process is captured by
our models.
Second, the aspect ratings depend on the overall ratings. For example, when a user gives
a 5-star overall rating, it is unlikely that the user gives low ratings on any of the aspects.
An average overall score indicates the reviewer is disappointed on some aspects, but not all
of them. It is possible that the reviewer holds positive feedbacks on other aspects. Inspired
by this observation, we model the aspect ratings π with multinomial distributions P (π|r)
conditioned on the overall rating r.
Third, the aspect ratings imply another relationship with modifier terms of opinion
phrases [15]. Because, for different aspects, people use different words to express different
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Table 1 The table of notations
D

the number of reviews

K

the number of aspects

M

the number of opinion phrases

S

the number of distinct integers of ratings

U

the number of head terms

V

the number of modifier terms

z

the aspect / topic switcher

l

the aspect rating

h

the head term

m

the modifier term

r

the overall rating

θ

the topic distribution in a review

π

the aspect rating distribution for each topic

α

the parameter of the Dirichlet distribution for θ

β

the global aspect sentiment distribution

λ

the parameter of the Dirichlet distribution for β

δ

the parameter of the Dirichlet distribution for φ and ψ

φ

the head term distribution for each topic

ψ

the modifier term distribution for each sentiment

attitude. For example, it does not make any sense to use the word “patient” to comment on
the aspect “room”. We explicitly introduce random variables for modifier terms which are
conditioned on aspect variables, so that meaningful aspects and sentiments can be learned
from the head and the modifier terms respectively.

4.2 Motivation
Existing topic models do not require aspect ratings of reviews during model training and
consider it as an advantage. It may be true in the past, since there are not many reviews
containing aspect ratings. Nowadays, more review hosts, such as TripAdvisor and Orbitz,
allow reviewers to rate hotels on predefined aspects. The volume of such extended reviews is
growing rapidly. It is reasonable to leverage the valuable information to build more precise
and accurate models. To our best of knowledge, this study is the first work to utilize the
aspect ratings.
Our topic models assume aspect ratings as probabilistic variables. The aspect ratings π
are scores in reviews on K aspects. They are available in the training data and hence treating them as switchers is quite straightforward. An interesting observation is the distinction
between the aspect rating and the phrase sentiment. They are both sentiment switchers and
are conditioned on the overall rating variable r. One is for the aspect, the other is for the
phrase. If we assume that both of them are generated from the prior aspect sentiment distribution β and the overall rating r, we have ARID model (Aspect and Rating Inference with
the Discrimination of aspect sentiment and phrase sentiment). The interaction between π
and r is through the global β and the overall rating r. It saves the direct dependency between
them. If we assume in given the aspect k, the reviewer holds the same sentiment for all the
modifier terms, the discrimination between aspect sentiment and phrase sentiment becomes
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redundant and can be removed. The model ARIH model (Aspect and Rating Inference using
Hotel specific aspect rating priors) extends the prior model (ARIM) in our work [23]. We
consider the prior probabilistic distribution β of aspect ratings for each hotel. It allows the
aspect ratings of reviews to be sensitive to the characteristics of each hotel.

4.3 ARID Model
ARID model, shown in Fig. 1, captures the review generation process and the two dependencies described above. Following the conventional topic models for review analysis, we
use random variables z and l to simulate the generating process of the head and the modifier terms respectively. The topic selection variable z is governed by a multinomial topic
distribution θ . The sentiment variable l for each opinion phrase is determined by the aspect
sentiment variables β, the overall rating r and the aspect switcher z.
Specifically, in ARID model, the variables π representing aspect ratings are shaded in
the graphical representation since they are observed in the training dataset. They become
latent variables for prediction on unrated reviews. The latent sentiment variable l is sampled
from βk where k is determined by the value of z. The overall rating variable r serves as a
prior variable for both the aspect rating π and the phrase sentiment l.
The formal generative process of our model is as follows, where Dir denotes Dirichlet
distribution and Mult denotes Multinomial distribution.
•

For each aspect k and each overall rating value of r
–

•

Sample the aspect sentiment distribution βr,k ∼ Dir(λ)

For each review xd ,
–
–

Sample latent topic distribution variable θd ∼ Dir(α)
For each aspect k from 1 to K in the review,
Sample aspect rating πd,k ∼ Mult(βrd ,k )

–

For each phase i from 1 to M in the review,
Sample aspect indicator zi ∼ Mult(θd )

Figure 1 Graphical Representation of ARID model. The outer box represents D reviews, while the inner
box contains M phrases
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Sample sentiment indicator li ∼ Mult(βrd ,zi )
Sample head term hi ∼ Mult(zi , φ)
Sample modifier term mi ∼ Mult(li , ψ)

4.4 ARIH model
In this section, we improve a previous model. The new model ARIH (Aspect and Rating
Inference using Hotel specific aspect rating priors) is shown in Fig. 2. Like the previous
model ARIM (Aspect and Rating Inference Merging aspect sentiments and phrase sentiments) [23], we assume the aspect sentiment is equivalent to the phrase sentiment. In other
words, the modifier terms that belong to one aspect share the same sentiment, i.e., the aspect
sentiment. Therefore, we can use only one polarity indicator for both the aspect and the
phrase. In particular, the aspect ratings π are modeled as in ARID, but π also indicates the
phrase sentiment. Since the aspect ratings are available in the training data, the information
from β to m is blocked by π according to the d-separation theory of graphical models [2].
Therefore, the modifier term is determined by the aspect ratings π instead of β, and the
aspect variable z. In the generative procedure of ARIH, the modifier term mi is sampled
from ψzi ,πzi . π follows a multinomial distribution with parameter β.
In ARID and ARIM, we assume the aspect rating variables π is conditioned on the global
aspect sentiment distributions β, which has the size of K × S. For each aspect k and each
global rating s, we have a Dirichlet distribution over ratings β. However, making the aspect
rating conditioned on the global aspect sentiment distributions ignores the aspect rating
biases of different hotels. Each hotel has its own pros and cons. For example, despite the
hotels may have the same global rating, the one located near the airport would receive higher
ratings on location, while those having good service may be rated higher on service.
If both of them get 4-star ratings, the aspect ratings π have the same global prior distribution
βk,s=4 .
To verify our assumption, we use Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to investigate
the distribution of β. In particular, for each hotel, we compute the average ratings on each
aspect, which give the same overall rating. It generates a matrix P , where Pi,j is the average
rating of the j th aspect of the ith hotel. We have five P matrices for each possible overall

Figure 2 Graphical Representation of ARIH model
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Table 2 The largest variance ratio of Principle Component Analysis
Overall rating

1

2

3

4

5

Largest variance ratio

0.704

0.753

0.831

0.871

0.965

rating ranges from 1 to 5. We use PCA to reduce the dimension of P and compute the
largest variance ratio in Table 2. The variances of aspect ratings are quite large, especially
for 5-star overall rating. If the variance is 0.871, for example, the ratings on some aspect can
be 1-star difference for difference hotels. The analysis shows that the same overall ratings
often imply different weights on aspects, which depend on the type of hotels.
ARIH associates each hotel with its own aspect rating priors βt,r,k . Here, βt,r,k represents
the aspect rating distribution on aspect k when the overall rating is r for hotel t. ARIH
extends ARIM by using hotel-specific beta, therefore ARIM can be considered as a special
case of ARIH. If we apply ARIH on the collection of reviews of one hotel. ARIH is reduced
to ARIM. In Fig. 2, the graphical model ARIH has one more layer than ARIM. The variables
for each review in ARIH model have one more subscript to indicate which hotel the review
comes from.

4.5 Estimation
4.5.1 ARID model
There are two methods widely used for parameter estimation, i.e., Gibbs sampling [4] and
variational inference [3]. Since updating equations using Gibbs sampling is relatively easy
to derive and implement, we adopt collapsed Gibbs sampling (CGS) which integrates out the
intermediate random variables θ , φ, β, and ψ. For prediction, we learn the distributions φ, ψ
of the head and the modifier terms as well as the global aspect sentiment distribution β from
z and l. The Gibbs sampling repeatedly samples latent variables za,b and la,b conditioned
on all other latent z and l in document a for phrase b.
In ARID model, the joint probability is

p(z, l, h, m|α, λ, δ, π, r) = p(θ|α)p(z|θ)×
p(h|z, φ)p(φ|δ)×
(1)
p(π|β, r)p(l|β, r, z)p(β|λ)×
p(m|l, ψ)p(ψ|δ) dθ dβ dφ dψ ,
where we integrate out θ , ψ, β and φ.
We define two counters Nd,r,k,s,u,v and Cd,r,k,s to count the numbers of the occurrences
of opinion phrases fd,i = hd,i = u, md,i = v and the aspect rating πd,k . Specifically,
fd,i = hd,i = u, md,i = v is the phrase i of document d which has the head term u
and the modifier term v. Nd,r,k,s,u,v is the number of times that the pair of head term u and
modifier term v is assigned to aspect k and sentiment s in document d, whose overall rating
is r. Cd,r,k,s is the indicator of the document d that gives aspect rating s on aspect k when
the overall rating of the document is r. Although given document d, its overall rating rd is
determined, we use the overall rating as a subscript for convenience.
Nd,r,k,s,u,v =

M


I[rd = r, zd,i = k, ld,i = s, hd,i = u, md,i = v] ,

(2)

i=1

Cd,r,k,s = I[rd = r, πd,k = s] ,

(3)
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where the function I is the identity function. We replace the subscript N by ∗ when summing
out the counter along the subscript indices. For example,
Nd,r,∗,s,u,v =

K


(4)

Nd,r,k,s,u,v .

k=1

Gibbs sampling samples za,b and la,b simultaneously
−(a,b)
p(za,b , la,b |z−(a,b) , l−(a,b) , α, δ, λ, h, m, r, π) ∝ (Na,r
a ,za,b ,∗,∗,∗ + α)×

−(a,b)
+δ
a,b ,∗,ha,b ,∗
−(a,b)
N∗,∗,za,b ,∗,∗,∗ +U δ
−(a,b)
N∗,ra ,z ,l ,∗,∗ +C∗,ra ,za,b ,la,b +λ
a,b a,b
−(a,b)
N∗,ra ,za,b ,∗,∗,∗ +C∗,ra ,za,b ,∗ +Sλ
−(a,b)
N∗,∗,∗,l ,∗,m +δ
a,b
a,b
−(a,b)
N∗,∗,∗,l ,∗,∗ +V δ
a,b

N∗,∗,z

×

×

(5)

.

It turns out that the aspect ratings π can be considered as pre-observed phrase sentiment
counts for the global aspect sentiment distribution β. Therefore, the prior parameter λ can
be dropped. We estimate the aspect sentiment distribution β with the aspect ratings π and
the overall ratings r of the training data before Gibbs sampling with (6).
βr,k,s =

C∗,r,k,s
.
C∗,r,k,∗

(6)

The third term of the right hand of (5) is replaced by
−(a,b)

N∗,rd ,za,b ,la,b ,∗,∗ + λ̃βrd ,za,b ,la,b
−(a,b)

N∗,rd ,za,b ,∗,∗,∗ + λ̃

(7)

,

where λ̃ is the scaling factor for β. The parameters of ARID ψ, φ, θ are estimated by
φk,u =

N∗,∗,k,∗,u,∗ + δ
N∗,∗,∗,s,∗,v + δ
Nd,rd ,k,∗,∗,∗ + α
, ψs,v =
, θd,k =
.
N∗,∗,k,∗,∗,∗ + U δ
N∗,∗,∗,s,∗,∗ + V δ
Nd,rd ,∗,∗,∗,∗ + Kα

(8)

4.5.2 ARIH
The iterative updating function of Gibbs sampling for ARIH has little difference from that
for ARID.
−(a,b)

p(za,b |z−(a,b) , α, δ, λ, h, m, r, π) ∝ (Na,ra ,za,b ,∗,∗,∗ + α)×
−(a,b)
N∗,∗,z ,∗,h ,∗ +δ
a,b
a,b
−(a,b)
N∗,∗,za,b ,∗,∗,∗ +U δ
−(a,b)
N∗,∗,za,b ,πa,z ,∗,ma,b +δ
a,b
−(a,b)
N∗,∗,za,b ,πa,z ,∗,∗ +V δ
a,b

×

.

(9)

The parameters of ARIH model φ, θ is estimated by (8), but the number of ψ is K × S,
which is estimated by
N∗,∗,k,s,∗,v + δ
.
(10)
ψk,s,v =
N∗,∗,k,s,∗,∗ + V δ
We estimate β by
Ct,r,k,s
βt,r,k,s =
,
(11)
Ct,r,k,∗
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where Ct,r,k,s counts the number of the reviews which assign the overall rating r and the
aspect rating s on the aspect k for hotel t.

4.6 Incorporating prior knowledge
We use a small set of seed words to initialize the aspect term distribution φ [21]. Without
any prior knowledge, we have to set the number of topics and align the generated aspects
with predefined aspects. It is neither necessary nor easy for analyzing hotel reviews, because
we are interested in only a few widely-used aspects. We consider the seed words as the
pseudo-counts, i.e., the amount of δ words are added to φk,u before Gibbs sampling.

4.7 Prediction
The goal of our models is to predict aspects and ratings on the unrated reviews. Given an
opinion phrase fd,i = hd,i , md,i  and the overall rating rd in a new document d, we
identify the aspect on which the phrase ẑd,i comments and predict the aspect rating lˆd,i .
We use CGS to sample z and l together from p(z, l|h, m, r, α, β, φ, ψ), where θ is integrated out. Here, two subscripts d and i are dropped for simplicity. After enough sampling
iterations, we first estimate the predicted aspect ẑ by the most frequent z among the pairs of
z, l. It is equivalent to use MAP (Maximum A Posterior) by integrating out l. Then given
the predict ẑ, we predict lˆ with E[p(l|ẑ, h, m, r, β, φ, ψ, α)]. The reason why we consider
the expectation of l is that the aspect ratings are numerical, rather than independent discrete
category labels. The probability of each possible value l are kind of importance. The aspect
mixture weight θ for a new document can be learned by Gibbs sampling as well, but we
simply assume θ is a uniform distribution, because a review on hotel should comment on
all the concerned aspects.
When ARIH is applied on the reviews without aspect ratings, we integrate out the latent
aspect rating variable π and θ , then sample z from p(z|h, m, r, α, β, φ, ψ) to compute MAP
ẑ, like ARID model. For each opinion phrase h, m whose ẑ = k, we assign the most
probable sentiment score ŝ = arg maxs ψẑ,s,m to the modifier term m. Then, the estimated
aspect rating E[p(πk |ẑ, h, m, r, β, φ, ψ, α)] is computed by averaging the scores ŝ of all
the opinion phrase whose ẑ = k.

5 Experiments
In this section, we describe the review data we use and evaluate the performance of our
models.

Table 3 Seed words
Aspect

Seed words

Value

value, fee, price, rating

Room

windows, room, bed, bath

Location

transportation, walk, traffic, shop

Service

waiter, breakfast, staff, reservation
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Table 4 Frequentest head terms and modifier terms
Aspect

Head terms

Modifier terms

Value

deal, price, charge

good, great, reasonable

Room

house, mattress, view

comfortable, clean, nice

Location

parking, street, bus

great, good, short

Service

manager, check-in, frontdesk

friendly, good, great

5.1 Data and settings
The data set we use is crawled from TripAdvisor [21]. Each review in the data set is associated with an overall rating and 7 aspect ratings, which are within the range from 1 to 5.
However some aspects such as Cleanliness, Check in / front desk are rarely
rated. To better train and evaluate models, we use only four mostly commented aspects,
Value, Room, Location and Service. We keep reviews with all four aspect ratings
to evaluate the models. We use NLTK [1] to tokenize the review text, remove stop words,
remove infrequent words, apply POS-Tagging technique [14] to extract opinion phrases,
and filter out short reviews which contains less than 10 phrases. The final data set contains
1,814 hotels and 31,013 reviews. We randomly take 80 % of data as the training data set, the
rest of them as the test data set. 10-fold cross validation is used to tune the hyper-parameters
α and β on the training data set. The seed words used to initialize the head term distribution
φ is in Table 3, which is a small set of words.

5.2 Aspect identification
In this section, we demonstrate that the ability of identifying meaningful aspects. Since the
head terms found by the two models are not very different from each other, we present top
3 frequentest head terms for each aspect in Table 4. The listed head terms are the most
frequent words, which have highest values in φk . We also list top 3 frequentest modifier
terms for each aspect. The models can successfully extract ratable aspects from reviews
and learn aspect-specific sentiment words as well. For example, “comfortable” is frequently
used to describe aspect “Room”, but not for other aspects. We also observe that people also
like to use vague sentiment words for all aspects, such as “good”, “great”.

5.3 Metric
We use RMSE(Root-mean-square error)1 to measure the performance of predicting aspect
ratings for each hotel in the test set. Assuming the predicted aspect rating for hotel d on
aspect k be π̂d,k and ground-truth πd,k , RMSE is represented as (12).


D 
K
 1 
RMSE(π̂d,k , πd,k ) = 
(π̂d,k − πd,k )2
(12)
DK
d=1 k=1

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RMSE
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Table 5 Performance of Aspect Inference
Measure

Baseline

LARAM

ARID

ARIM

ARIH

RMSE

0.702

0.632

0.573

0.505

0.481

ρaspect

0.0

0.217

0.185

0.259

0.328

ρhotel

0.755

0.755

0.737

0.764

0.781

RMSE measures the accuracy of the prediction on aspect ratings. We also use Pearson
correlation in (13) to describe the linear relationship between the predicted and the groundtruth aspect ratings. Here, πd is the vector of the aspect ratings of document d.
ρaspect =

D
1 
ρ(πd , π̂d )
D

(13)

d=1

Since the rating score is an ordinal variable, we adopt Pearson linear correlation ρaspect on
the aspect ratings within each review to evaluate how a model keeps the aspect order in
terms of their scores. For each aspect, we also compute the linear correlation across all
hotels ρhotel as in (14). The measure is used to test whether the model can predict the order
of hotels in teams of an aspect rating. πk consists of all the aspect ratings of all the hotels
on the aspect k.
K
1 
ρhotel =
ρ(πk , π̂k )
(14)
K
k=1

5.4 Aspect rating prediction
We present the experiment results on the reviews without any aspect rating in Table 5. We
compare the results between our models and one baseline. The baseline predicts all the
aspect ratings of each review with the given overall ratings. The baseline predicts the aspect

Figure 3 Aspect Rating Dispersity of Hotels
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ratings of a review with a constant value, so ρaspect = 0. The results indicate that ARID
and ARIH(ARIM) outperform the baseline and LARAM [22]. The main reason is that our
models can capture the dependency between the aspects, the aspect ratings and the modifier
terms, by taking into the account the aspect ratings in the training data set. In terms of ρhotel ,
all the approaches have similar scores. On the hotel level, the aspect ratings are averaged
across all reviews, while the goals of these four methods are predicting the ratings of each
individual review. The difference between each method on predicted aspect ratings for each
review is small. Therefore, there is no much difference on the measure ρhotel .
Moreover, ARIH (ARIM) is better than ARID, which confirms our observation. The sentiment of aspects and modifiers is not much different from each other. Reviewers express
the same polarity with different modifier terms, when commenting on one aspect. Therefore, merging aspect sentiment with modifier sentiment does not decrease the capability of
the models. ARID model has K kinds of modifier term distributions ψ, while ARIH has
K × S, since the modifier term m in ARIH is dependent on the aspect switcher z and the
aspect sentiment π. ARID estimates a global sentiment distribution across all aspects, while
ARIH can learn aspect-specific sentiment distribution by modeling aspect-dependent sentiment. In the inference, the aspect on which the opinion phrases comment is determined by
its head term h. ARID infers the polarity for each modifier term from a coarse sentiment
distribution, while ARIH can obtain more find-grained sentiment using its K × S modifier
term distributions. The parameter ψ in ARIH fine-tunes the predicting results based on β
and φ. Therefore, in terms of Pearson correlation metric, ARIH has better performance than
ARID.
ARIH model has more aspect rating distributions β than ARIM. It gives better accuracy
on predicting the polarity of the modifier terms. The difference between the aspect ratings in
β and those in reviews may influence the performance. Following the experiments in [12],
we investigate the relationships between the dispersity and RMSE of ARIH. The dispersity
is given by (15), where the we take the mean value of β and compare it with the aspect

Figure 4 Aspect Rating Prediction on Reviews of Different Dispersities
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ratings of reviews for each hotel. As displayed in Fig. 3, for most hotels, the aspect ratings
dispersity are around 1.0 and have a clear Gaussian distribution. Moreover, there are some
hotels having 0 dispersity, since the highest rating score is 5. There is very little gap between
the aspect ratings and the averaged ones for highest-rated hotels.

K
2
i=1 (E[βt,k ] − πt,k )
dis =
(15)
K
As Fig. 4, we randomly prepare data set with different dispersity and report RMSE of
ARIH on them. “dis >0.1” means that we use the reviews which has dispersity larger than
0.1. ARIH performs well on reviews with dispersity lower than 1.3. Due to the small training
data and the high variance of aspect ratings on reviews with large dispersity, the performance
of ARIH decreases.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose two models for aspect identification and sentiment inference,
ARID and ARIH. They utilize the overall ratings and the aspect ratings in reviews to identify
the aspects and uncover the corresponding hidden aspect ratings. The models are based on
topic models, but explicitly consider the dependency between the aspect ratings, the aspect
terms, and sentiment terms. The opinion phrases which consist of head terms and modifier
terms are extracted by simple POS-Tagging techniques. The most important contribution
is that the models incorporate the aspect ratings as observed variables into the models and
significantly improve the prediction performance of aspect ratings. The difference between
them is that ARIH merges the sentiment variables of the modifier terms with those of the
aspects. ARIH further considers the hotel-specific aspect rating priors β. Gibbs sampling
and MAP is used for estimation and inference respectively. The experiments on large hotel
review data set show that the models have better performance in terms of RMSE and Pearson
correlation. In the future, we would investigate the methods that can automatically generate ratable aspects from the text, not from the predefined seed words. Another interesting
research topic is to explore the relation between different aspects [5], because the different
aspects in one review may share the similar sentiments.
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